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Introduction.

It is weil known that so called Beauville number B := 25 .33 .52 .7.11.13.17.19 is
a universal bound of the global indices of Q~Calabi-Yau 3-folds, but it has been
unkoown whether this number is best possible or not.

In this short note, very much inspired by arecent paper of S. Kondo "Auto
morphisms of algebraic 1(3 surfaces which act trivially 00 Picard groups", we shall
show the best possibility of this number:

Main Theorem. Beauville nwnber B := 25 .33 .52 .7.11.13.17.19 is best possible as
a universal bound of tbe global indices ofQ-Calabi-Yau 3-folds. More precisely, for
eacb i with 1 ~ i ~ 8, there exists a (necessarily smooth) Q-Calabi-Yau 3-fold Xi ..'
whose global index I(X) is Pi, wbere PI = 2~, P2 = 33

, pa = 52, P4 = 7, P5 = 11,
P6 = 13, P7 = 17, and Ps = 19.

We should explain some terms in the main theorem and related known results.
By a Q-Calabi-Yau 3-fold (Q·C.Y. 3-fold, for short), we mean a complex projective
3-fold with only terminal singularities and with numerically trivial canonical (Weil)
divisor. For a Q-C.Y. 3-fold X, it is shown by Kawamata [Ka 1] that there is a
positive integer mx such that Vx(mx Kx) ~ Ox and the global index I(X) of X
is defined as I(X) := min{m E Z>oIOx(mI(y) ~ Ox}. Note that I(X)lm if and
only if Ox(mI{x) ~ Os· By a universal bound of the global indices of Q-C.Y.
3-folds, we mean a posit.ive integer 1 such that 1(..\"")11 for all Q-C.Y. 3-folds. The
existence of a universal bOUlld was first shown by Kawamata [1<2]. On the other
hand, in [B, Proposition 8, Problem 1 in page 612], Beauville found that Beauville
number is a universal bound of the global indices of smooth Q-C.Y. 3-folds, and
after these results, Morrison [Mo] proved that we can take the number 120 = 23 .3.5
as a universal bound of the global indices of Q-C.Y. 3-folds with at least ooe singular
point and consequently that, apart from its best possibility, Beauville number is a
universal bound of the global indices of all Q-C.Y. 3-folds.

We shall prove our main theorem by constructing a K3 surface Si with a finite
automorphism group whose representation on H2 ,O(Si) = CWSi is the Pi-th cyclic
group {z E CIZPi = I} ~ ZPi for each 1 ~ i ~ 8, where Pi are the integers defined
in our main theorem (cf. Proposition 2). For i 2: 2, such a K3 surface is already
constructed in [Ko, §7]. But, for i = 1, or equivalently, for PI = 2.5, previously
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there seems to be no known examp1es of such K3 surfaces and our examp1e seems
to be new (cf. [Ko], [Ni], [Mu]). In fact, Kondo classified in [Ko] al1 the finite
automorphism groups of K3 surfaces which act triviallyon Picard groups, but the
25 -th cyelie group never has such actions ([Ko, Lemma 6.3]).

Anyway, proof of our main theorem is extremally easy and short. But, our main
theorem is still worth mentioning because this establishes a 3-dimensional analogue
of the following weH known theorem on surfaces in a completely effective way:

Theorem. Tbe number 12 is tbe best possible universal bound of tbe global indices
of minimal algebraic surfaces with numerical trivial canonical divisor.

The author would like to express his thanks to Professor Dr. S. Roan for suggest
ing this topics, to Professor Dr. M. Furushima for his warm encouragement, and to
Professor Dr. F. Hirzebruch for offering him an opporturuty to visit Max-P1anck
Institut für Mathematik. This work was done during his stay in the institute.

Proof of the Main Theorem.

In what folIows, we use tohe foHowing notation:
Pl = 25

, P2 = 33
, P3 = 5~, P4 = 7, P5 = 11, P6 = 13, P7 = 17, and Ps = 19;

em = a primitive rn-t.h root of unity in C.
We describe an elliptic surface 'P : S --+ pI with a section by its affine equation

y2 = x 3 +a(t)x +b(t). For a K3 surface S, we denote hy ws a non-zero holomorphic
2-fonn on S.

Lemma 1. Let 5 be an algebraic K3 surface on whicb an autornorphism group
< 9 >::::::: Zm acts as g*ws = emws. Let E be an elliptic-curve and t m a translation
of order m on E. Then the quotient 3-fold X := S x EI < 9 x t m > is a (smooth)
Q-C. Y. 3-fold whose global index is m.

Proof. Since < 9 x t m >::::::: Zm acts on S x E freely and since (g X tm)*WsxE 
emwSxE by definition, the natural etale quotient map 5 x E ---+ X of degree m is
nothing hut the global canonical cover of X.

Now, in order to complete the proof, it is enough to show the following proposi
tion.

Proposition 2. For endl 1 :S 'i ~ 8, tllere exists a !{3 surface Si with an auto
morpbism group < 9i >:: Z"i such tllat giwsö = e;;wsu where (ai,pd = 1. More
concretely, the followillg pairs (pi, Si, gd satisfy this requirement:

(1) PI = 25
,

SI : y2 = x 3 + t 2 X +tll ,
gl : (x,y,t) f--+ (e~gx,el~y,e;2t)

(2) 1>2 = 33
,

52 : y2 = x 3 + t( t 9 - 1),
92 : (x, y, t) 1-+ (e~7x, e~7Y' e~7t)

.. , (3) P3 = .52 ,

53 : {z2 = x& + xoxf + Xl x~} C P(l, 1,1,3) (tbe tinite double covering of
p2 ramitied along the non-singular sixtic {xg + xoxf + XIX~ = O} C P2),
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93 : [xo : xl : X2 : z] i-+' [XO : e~5Xl : e~5X2 : z]
(4) P4 = 7,

54 : y2 = x 3 + t3
X + t S

,

91 : (x,y,t) i-+' (e~x,ery,e~t)

(5) Ps = 11,
55 : y2 = x 3 + t5

X + t2
,

95: (X,y,t) ~ (eil x ,eily,ei1t)
(6) P6 = 13,

56 : y2 = x 3 + t5
X + t,

96 : (x, y, t) i-+' (er3 X, e13Y, e~3t)
(7)pr=17,

Sr : y2 = x 3 +ex + t2
,

97 : (x, y, t) l-+ (ei r X , eirY, eirt)
(8) ps = 19,

57 : y2 = x 3 +ex + t,
97 : (x, y, t) 1--t (ei9 x, e19 Y, ei9 t )

Remark. As was lnentioned in tbe introduetion, examples (2)-(8) already ap
peared in [Ko, §7} w}lile an example (1) is new. In example (1), 91 acts on Pie SI
as an involution, wllile in (2)-(8) 9i aets on Pie Si as tbe identity. Moreover, as
was remarked in {Ko, 7.12], there does not exist an elliptie K3 surfaee witb- an
automorpbism group o[ order 52 wbich aets faitbfu11y on the spaee of bolomorpbie
2-forms.

Proof. We shall prove that the pair (Pb 51, 91) in (1) satisfies our requirement.
One argues similarly for the remaining cases (2)-(8) and we leave details of (2)-(8)
to the reader. Since the discriminant (resp. the j-invariant) of the elliptic surface
'P : SI --+ pI is t6 (4+27t I6

) (resp. 4+2~t[6)' by [Ne, page 124-125], we know that 'P
has 16 singular fibers of type 11 over 4+27t16 = 0, one singular fiber of type [0 Qver
t = 0, and one singular fiber of type 11 over t = 00. Thus, C2(SI) = 16 + 6 + 2 = 24
and SI is a K3 surface. It is dear that 91 acts on 51 and < 91 >::: Z32 as an
automorphism group of 51' Moreover, since we can take dXl\dt as wS

1
and since

y

9;( dx;dt) = e~2 dx~dt by definition of 91, the pair (PI, 51 ,91) in (1) actually satisfies
Dur desired requirement.
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